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Can you prepare the travel orders? He will be authorized actual air and his hotel is at the govt. contractor rate 

(Doug should have the info on that). In remarks state that traveller requires using foreign carrier and is 

authorized to do so.Also, has anyone mentioned to you anything about getting the court reporter? This is the 

first I heard of it, although it makes sense!Let me know if I can help or if you have any questions about this, 

but I won't be here on Friday. Thanks.To: David Marwell/ARRB, Tracy Shycoff/ARRBcc: Tim Wray/ARRB, 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRB From: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date: 04/17/96 02:34:25 PMSubject: Pierre Finck1. Per your 

request, David, I just called Pierre Finck in Switzerland. We had a charming, pleasant conversation! He said he 

had just mailed us a certified letter on April 15, 1996 responding to our two letters (mailed to Switzerland and 

Dallas), in which he reiterates his understanding that the deposition is to be on May 24, and that based upon 

his telephone conversation with Jeremy Gunn, he expects a hotel reservation for 3 nights (May 23, 24 and 25, 

with check-out on May 26). I responded by informing him that we had made reservations for him at the 

Mayflower Hotel for those dates, and at his request gave him their telephone number: (202) 347-3000. (David, 

I did use your AMEX card number to confirm the reservation.) Based on his firm understanding following his 

telephone call with Jeremy, I kept the check-out date of May 26 in place, as the reservation was originally 

made. He confirmed that he and his wife will be arriving on May 23, and leaving on May 26, and that he will be 

making the air travel arrangements and purchasing the tickets himself.2. I committed us to the following 

actions: a. Tracy: Please prepare the invitational travel orders (ITOs) you spoke to me about, so that I can 

include them in the ARRB letter which we should endeavor to mail no later than Friday morning. We may want 

to word them "arrive O/A 23 May and depart O/A 26 May," or alternatively call the period of the official visit 

24-25 May (labeling 25 May as a "contingency day" for any business that remains unfinished on May 24). The 

SSN provided by Dr. Finck is: [Screened by: NARA RD-F on October 12, 2016 according to the John F. Kennedy 

Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 6(3)]. He said it is O.K. to use the following version of 

his name in the orders and on correspondence: Pierre A. Finck, M.D. (The European version, Pierre-Antoine 

Finck, is too confusing to Americans, according to Dr. Finck.)He confirmed that this version of his address is 

correct: Pierre A. Finck, M.D. ch Saussac #20 1256 Troinex, Geneva SwitzerlandHis telephone number is: 011-

41-22-342-8296. b. David: I took you up on your offer to provide Dr. Finck with transportation, if requested. 

Although he was quite pleased with the Mayflower hotel, he was dismayed when I told him that the 

deposition was to be at Archives II in College Park; he stated he does not want to rent a car and drive in 

Washington again. I told him you would pick him up at 9:00 A.M. in the lobby of the Mayflower Hotel on 
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